
25th February 2021

Infrastructure Victoria
via Engage Victoria website at:
https://engage.vic.gov.au/victorias-30-year-infrastructure-strategy/making-submission

To whom it may concern, 

Re:  Submission to Draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy for Victoria

Thank-you for the opportunity to make a submission to this draft Strategy. 

I am interested in 5 aspects of this strategy:

• Examining different scenarios for Victoria’s future  -  this fails to consider environmental 
impact and biodiversity loss. The recently published Dasgupta Review into the Economics of 
Biodiversity, and the current Vic Parliamentary Inquiry into Ecosystem System Decline (which 
is due to report in April 2021) could be used to establish guiding principles for decision-makers
including Infrastructure Victoria.

• Water resources and how this should be a key limiting factor for future population growth 
modelling. 
In my opinion decision-makers have a fundamental responsibility to prioritise adequate 
supplies of clean drinking water (and not recycled drinking water) for all Victorians, both 
current and future generations.  Clean drinking water is a basic human right and a key feature 
of a civilised society.

• Transport – the lack of an integrated transport plan for Victoria in the year 2021 is amazing, 
yet there is a draft recommendation for reallocation of road space to priority transport modes 
via legislation for faster, simpler and more consultative road space reallocation (draft 
recommendations 33 and 41). 
From my own experience of participating in Planning Scheme Amendment processes, Local 
Councils have been developing their own Integrated Transport Strategies without any 
overarching standards or minimum requirements to oversee these Strategies. 

• The current lack of good governance in Victoria and the ongoing failure of the Victorian 
Government to conduct feasibility studies and create business cases before new projects are 
committed to.  This is a financially irresponsible government relying on an economic growth 
model that is extremely high-risk.  There does not seem to be an acknowledgement of this 
reality in the Draft Strategy. 

• Support more homes in priority established places  -  the currently published State 
electoral boundary redivisions by the VEC show a very inconsistent spread of changes to 
enrolled voter numbers across Melbourne’s electorates. Perhaps this type of data could be 
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used to determine which municipalities have already taken more than their fair share of 
population growth and new housing?   This type of analysis would then lead to the realisation 
that Brunswick and Pascoe Vale State electorates are not appropriate locations for further 
growth. 

This Strategy MUST work for Victorians?

I note that on page 10 of the PDF file it is stated that ‘this strategy MUST work for Victorians’, 
and would like to comment that there is no way this Strategy will work because there is no 
modelling of environmental impacts and biodiversity loss. 

The draft Strategy states that new modelling was used which “Infrastructure Victoria has 
commissioned new modelling incorporating population, employment, transport infrastructure, land 
use planning and economics, so our draft recommendations are informed by the most up to date 
evidence. This includes considering different scenarios for population growth, population 
distribution and infrastructure investment “

Whereas the recently published Dasgupta Review recommends that we need to change how we 
think, act and measure success1. 

Some of the headline messages from the Dasgupta Review into the economics of biodiversity are:

• We have collectively failed to engage with Nature sustainably, to the extent that our demands 
far exceed its capacity to supply us with the goods and services we all rely on 

• Our unsustainable engagement with Nature is endangering the prosperity of current and future
generations. 

• At the heart of the problem lies deep-rooted, widespread institutional failure. Nature’s worth to 
society – the true value of the various goods and services it provides – is not reflected in 
market prices because much of it is open to all at no monetary charge. These pricing 
distortions have led us to invest relatively more in other assets, such as produced capital, and 
under-invest in our natural assets.  

The Objectives of the Draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy will not be met unless nature and
biodiversity is assigned an economic value

The objectives that obviously stand out are:

7. Promote sustainable production and consumption - Victoria manages its resources 
sustainably, by minimising waste and preserving our natural assets for future generations.

8. Protect and enhance natural environments - Victoria protects natural environmental systems 
to preserve and enhance healthy, resilient and biodiverse ecosystems for future generations.

1 Final Report – The Economics of Biodiversity: The Dasgupta Review:  Headline Messages page 3  
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/957629/
Dasgupta_Review_-_Headline_Messages.pdf
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10. Build resilience to shocks - Victoria can better prevent, respond to, and recover from shocks. 
Victoria is less vulnerable to economic, technological, biological, ecological, and geopolitical 
disruptions and emergencies.

6. Drive Victoria’s changing, globally integrated economy - Victoria remains prosperous by 
staying attractive for trade and investment nationally and internationally, adapting to change 
and capitalising on economic opportunities.

1. Prepare for population change - Victoria’s infrastructure meets new and shifting demands from
a growing and changing population. Change will vary and occur in different ways including 
changing demographics, family structures, and cultural diversity. 

Water Resources

Draft Recommendation 11 suggests that identifying and addressing barriers to recycled drinking 
water should be considered. 

In my opinion clean drinking water is a fundamental basic human right, and if current population 
projections are putting that right at risk, then please include a recommendation to take this to a 
Referendum of the people. 

It should be the choice of Victorians, and voted on by Victorians, as to whether or not we are 
forced to use recycled drinking water in the future because of government decisions made today. 

However I think that competent environmental stewardship by the current government would mean
protecting drinking water supplies and other natural resources for future generations.

Transport
Re Draft Recommendations 27, 33, 38, 39, 41

I am concerned that Draft Recommendation 27 states that “While the road network carries most of 
Victoria’s freight movements, rail serves some markets, such as interstate rail movements.“

Yet from my own experience in local council issues, I am aware that the Moreland Integrated 
Transport Stategy 2019 (which was endorsed by Moreland Council on 13 March 20192) makes 
almost no mention of freight, and in it’s own Road Hierarchy on page 43 suggests that only 
Freeways/Tollways are suitable for freight vehicles and that all other types of roads in Moreland will
prioritise public transport or cyclists or pedestrians. Even State Arterial Roads are supposedly not 
to prioritise freight in Moreland?

I cannot believe that this is consistent with State requirements for the management of roads, or 
that freight vehicles can be restricted to only freeways and tollways for a functioning society that 
transports people and goods?

2 Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy 2019 (GTA Consultants) accessed 25/2/21: 
https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/key-docs/policy-strategy-plan/mits-2019.pdf
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My suggestion is that there needs to be clearer standards and requirements governing Local 
Councils in Melbourne which draft their own Integrated Transport Strategies, so that there is 
consistency across the State, and consistency with any Victorian Integrated Transport Plan. 

Reallocation of Road Space and transforming cycling

I am concerned at the heavy focus on cycling in the Draft Strategy. This is not a realistic solution to
addressing congestion issues in Melbourne, is ableist, and does not meet the needs of the majority
of families with children. 
According to the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006, section 17, families are 
the fundamental group unit of society are are entitled to be protected by society and the State. 

The Suburban Rail Loop Strategic Assessment document states clearly that Melbourne does not 
have an orbital rail network and train trips in Melbourne make up only 5% of weekly travel, while 
other major cities are able to attract a public transport mode share of up to 21% and greater – in 
some cases up to 60%3.  A couple of pages from that document are copied at Appendix 1.

Melbourne does not have an orbital rail network. 
Therefore the suggestion that road space should be reallocated to cyclists is premature. 

In my opinion motorbikes present a more realistic transport option to open up road space, and do 
not require their own protected lanes.  
There is insufficient consideration of motorbikes as an alternative transport mode to cars, in the 
Draft Strategy.

Road user hierarchies

I would like to comment that I am opposed to hierarchies that pit different transport users against 
each another. It goes against the principles of equality and social cohesion. 

Pedestrians and cyclists are not superior to car drivers or other transport users, and should not be 
encouraged to think so via hierarchies embedded in Transport Strategies. 

The current lack of good governance in Victoria and managing urban change

There are two statements on page 7 of the PDF file which I think best summarise the situation in 
Victoria:

• A decade of rapid population growth has strained Victoria’s infrastructure, creating congestion 
and shortfalls as the state struggled to keep up 

• The Victorian Government should conduct detailed feasibility studies and business cases before
committing to new projects, so they can be assured their investments serve Victoria best. 

3 Suburban Rail Loop Strategic Assessment accessed 25/2/21: https://suburbanrailloop.vic.gov.au/Library/Project-
Documents
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I disagree that the following statements on page 7 of the PDF file will be met by this Draft Strategy:

Suitable and well-located areas in established parts of Melbourne can accommodate more new 
homes in the future, helping maximise use of existing infrastructure. Additionally, reforms can help 
manage transport demand to make better use of existing and new transport infrastructure by using 
prices to help people make more informed choices about when and how they travel. And Victoria 
can better maintain and adapt its existing economic, social and community infrastructure to 
lengthen its lifespan and keep it fit for contemporary conditions. 

Victoria’s infrastructure is only one facet of the state’s economic performance, social outcomes and
ecological sustainability, and cannot solve every problem alone. But combined with good 
governance, innovative and competitive businesses and industry, strong public and social services,
and a thriving and flourishing community, infrastructure can help create a prosperous, inclusive and
sustainable long-term future 

This draft strategy reflects our understanding of Victoria’s long-term infrastructure priorities and is 
based on the best evidence we could find or generate. 

I would like to see Infrastructure Victoria wait for the Report of the Parliamentary Inquiry into 
Ecosystem Decline, and consider how the recommendations of that Report can be merged with 
infrastructure needs and strategies. 

Thank-you for taking the time to read my submission. 

Kind Regards,
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Appendix 1

From Strategic Rail Loop Assessment: 
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https://suburbanrailloop.vic.gov.au/Library/Project-Documents
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